
Prospect answers the

question, but does not

share anything more.

Prospect answers and

continues to share

information freely.

"What caused to you set up a meeting with me

today?"

OR

"What are your goals for this meeting today?"

Prospect answers the

question, but does not

share anything more.

"What are the causes of your dissatisfaction?"

OR

"How can I help you find a plan that will satisfy

your needs?"

I'm not satisfied
with my current

plan.
OR

I'm curious about
my plan options.

Prospect speaks freely

and openly.

Begin by giving

your prospect

the floor to

speak.

Prospect is hesitant

and unsure what to

share.

Listen actively.

Interrupt only to ask

for clarification,

examples, or further

explanation

Ask a question to

help them begin

sharing with you

Prompt them

with another

question

correlated to

their response

"Would you mind sharing an example for me to better understand ______"

OR

"Could you clarify what you meant when you said _____"

Prospect answers and

continues to share

information freely.

I'm frustrated
with______.

OR
I need ____ and ____  

to be included in
my plan.

Prompt them

with another

question

correlated to

their response
Prospect answers the

question, but does not

share anything more.

Prospect answers and

continues to share

information freely.

"Are there any features you like about your current

plan?"

OR

"Do you have a specific location you'd like to

receive/continue to receive care at?"

Hypothetical
Scenario:

CONTINUE THE
ESTABLISHED

PATTERN

Consultative Selling AEP 2021: Q&A Pattern Framework
Having a conversation may seem like a simple task, but for some it doesn't come quite as naturally. Following the pattern below will help you

determine if/ when you should ask prompting questions that will aid your prospects in taking and maintaining control of their session.

Remember:
Although questions for clarification, examples, and further explanation are only utilized when prospects are openly and continuously conversing for

the simplication of this framework, you should always pepper in these questions when they are needed. You can't gain a complete picture of your

prospect if you don't fully understand what they're sharing with you.


